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Silks Place Tainan 
Detonate Visual Focus of Different Culture in 

Ancient Capital… 

Tainan, ancient capital, the most lyrical 

city in Taiwan, in which the first 5 star hotel 

in Tainan, Tayih Landis Hotel is built in 2002. 

Until 2014, FIH Regent Group, Silks Place 

Tainan formally starts to detonate the 

fashion trend of Tainan new hotels. 

 

 

Silks Place, designed with ancient cultural, which is created with new literary style, 

adding another tourism leisure place. First sight of 

hotel is seven-meter high lobby, and eight pieces 

of long wooden lattices on both sides of it, thus, 

the whole lobby appears elegant college style. 

Retro red tiles of Confucian temple are used to 

decorate the wall and the corner library collets all 

types of Confucius books from ancient to modern 

and from literature to animation. The hall-crossed 

counter is just like an ink stone of the four 

treasures of study, and in the rear of the counter, 

there is a teapot decoration wall, moreover, the 

guest name is carved in each teapot so as to 

spread the hospitality of Tainan people. 

  

Following pith of literary flavor and 

integrating into the local culture, the hotel is creative in details, FIH six new arts is 

designed for the kids, which teaches children to learn table manner, drum beat, math, 

shoot and rub-a-dub through ACT… 
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The large-pattern banquet hall can contain over 1,000 people, 

showing the generous quality of Tainan locals. 

 

The banquet hall, whose theme is luxurious wedding ceremony, can contain over 

1000 people, and LED light source and dimming control are adopted in the whole 

place. Whatever scale the wedding is, separated screen and distinguished lighting shall 

be applied to make such big banquet hall flexible assign the space and show its 

multi-function with various methods. 

The appointed product of the banquet hall is Lite-Puter lighting control system, 

that is, LED dimmer LDX-4805 with large amounts of LED light sources and removable 

module. Each LDX-4805 can control 48CH, 5A/CH, removable module, quick 

maintenance and software update. 

Lite-Puter LED dimmer has different specifications, 0%-100% actual dimming. 

When the brightness is 1%, micro bright but not blink can be realized, which takes 

Lite-Puter over 36 years for it. Not compromising the change of light source, try to 

update dimming technology, but the attitude to customer remains the same. 
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